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With the birth of the credit currency, inflation has entered the people's economic life. 
Governments increasingly recognized the importance of controlling inflation. 
Controlling inflation reasonably and effectively needs to forecast the future path of 
inflation, and there are a lot of methods to forecast the future path of inflation, one of 
which is to develop the market expectations of inflation from the existing financial 
assets transaction information.  
This paper is based on this background. According to the existing literature, this 
paper is going to developing the transaction data of China inter-bank bond market, and 
investigating whether the term structure of yield contains the forecast information of 
future path of inflation. First of all, select an effective model from the basic static fitting 
models of the static fitting interest rate term structure for our country bond transaction 
data. This part is based on the selected sample in October 2003 to July 2013 bonds the 
last trading day closing data of every month. The best fitting model is selected according 
to the characteristics of the term structure of interest rates. And then with existing 
research, this paper design the periods to be investigated, respectively (6-3), (9-3), 
(12-3), (18-6), (24-6), (27 3), (36-9), (36-6) and (42-6). Among them, (42-6) means that 
the difference between the values of 42 months of the corresponding variables and the 
values of the 6 months of the corresponding variables. Based on the above the selected 
model, this paper calculate the yield difference of the corresponding period, and the 
inflation difference of the corresponding period are calculated. Finally staging limit on 
make the regression analysis of the data by segmenting the whole period. Searching for 
the yield term difference on the inflation term variance with the predictive ability, that is, 
the regression equation significantly. 
From the final empirical results, the significant period of time in the whole sample 
period is not significant in the sub sample period, and the period of time in the sub 
sample period is not significant in the full sample period. The full sample period, 













the two columns of data are stationary, but the regression results show that beta 
coefficient is negative, not supported by economic logic; In the post sub sample period, 
(6-3) and (12-3) two term sequence are stationary, but not significant. Thus, significant 
periods have sample time  dependence. 
Based on the above analysis, this paper summarize up the static fitting model of 
term structure for China's inter-bank bond market and the effect of forecasting inflation 
by the yield term structure from China's inter-bank bond market. And according to the 
analysis results, some proposals are exhibited. They are increasing the scale of treasury 
bonds, and enriching the periods of treasury bonds, mobilizing the enthusiasm of 
participants to increase the liquidity, and forming the benchmark interest rate term 
structure based on bond yields.  
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自 1978 年改革开放至今，中国居民消费价格指数 CPI 在 80 年代和 90 年代均
有较大波动，如从 1987 年的 107 到 1988 年的 118，从 1992 年的 106 到 1993
年的 114，再到 1994 年的 124，波动都很剧烈；2000 年之后，CPI 波动较为平
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